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Introduction
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Our employees are our biggest assets. To meet the evolving needs of our
clients, our priority is to attract and engage the best talent in the right locations

with the right skills.

We therefore focus on the overall well-being of our employees, providing them

with a fulfilling and lifelong career. Diversity and Inclusion at the workplace is a

key aspect of employee well-being.

We use a multi-pronged approach to promote Diversity and Inclusion within

Infosys. The principles and goals of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

are at the center of our Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) strategy. With a strong
focus on gender, the strategy is powered by supportive leadership and is

making strides at the workplace.

• Women make up 33% of our Board strength. We
have continued to strengthen our efforts towards

achieving our diversity goal to improve

participation of women in the executive

leadership of the Company.

• Women comprise 36% of our global workforce.

With improved gender balance in our workforce,
we expect the pay gap to reduce.

• We also work towards achieving 25% women in
executive leadership of the Company.



Gender Pay Gap 2018
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14.5% of female employees and 

20.8% of male employees receive bonuses

Mean bonus pay gap of 35.2%

Median bonus pay gap of 34.2%

Mean gender pay gap of 19.9%

Median gender pay gap of 1.0%



Initiatives for balanced diversity
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Improving the participation of women in executive leadership of the Company is an important goal on our corporate scorecard.

Towards this, we have a number of initiatives targeted at leadership development and mentoring, strengthening the pipeline of

talent available for leadership positions, increasing the participation of Women in Technology as well as improving post-

maternity return-to-work rates.

A few initiatives

Diversity Award: A Diversity Award has been introduced in the Company’s
Awards for Excellence to recognize leadership of business units that have

strengthened the participation of women in executive leadership

PressforProgress: The 2018 UN theme for the International Women’s Day
(IWD), #PressforProgress, was in many ways a bold articulation of a journey well

on its way to a glorious destination, spelling success for the many endeavors that

women have undertaken, and are yet to undertake. The Infosys IWIN (Infosys

Women’s Inclusivity Network) team adopted the UN theme for 2018
‘#PressforProgress’ and thoughtfully planned multiple activities focusing on

education, fitness, creative expression, empowerment and entertainment.

Aspiring Architect Program: Infosys launched the Aspiring Architect Program
with a view to increase the participation of women in technology. The six-month

intervention saw over 450 registrations globally. Business units have assigned

mentors and coaches to each of the participants. Peer-learning groups in the

Company’s development centers also provide a supportive ecosystem for
development.



Building lifelong careers
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Nurturing future leaders is key to Infosys’ approach to learning and growth. Gender diversity is a

priority, and the Infosys Leadership Institute supports women leaders’ engagement through
mentoring and specific women leadership experience workshops. Through varied

interventions and initiatives, we continuously strive towards facilitating an ecosystem that helps
leaders invest in their own development and become better at not just what they do but also

influence the kind of leaders they become.

Unified Learning Interventions:

Bridge Academy – In order to improve the quality of career movements into Sales

roles and to provide enablement based on a sales competency framework for
employees aspiring for Sales Roles, a Bridge Academy program has been envisaged.

(23% of the 120 employees who have participated so far are women)

Womeninspire - Sessions by and for women colleagues with senior leaders’ within

and outside Infosys have been conducted. The leaders share their career journey,
best practices, experiences and ways to maintain work life balance.

Cohort - Face-to-face sessions to equip our top performers with new knowledge and

skills. Sessions are conducted by internal & external faculty and face-time interaction

with senior leaders is enabled. Minimum women participation in the sessions is 5%.

We continue to focus on improving the participation of women in technology and 

executive leadership of the Company



Declaration
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We confirm that the information stated is 

accurate and that the data has been 

calculated in accordance with the 

relevant regulations of The Equality Act 

2010 (Gender Pay Gap Information) 

Regulations 2017.

Shamita Chatterjee

SVP - Group Head - Compensation & 

Benefits and HR Compliance


